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Abstract
Despite the central role of the threshold incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), or lambda (l), in the methods and
application of cost-effective analysis (CEA), little attention has been given to the determining the value of l. In this paper
we consider ‘what explains the silence of the l’? The concept of the threshold ICER is critically appraised. We show that
there is ‘silence of the l’ with respect to justiﬁcation of the value of ICER thresholds, their use in decision-making and their
relationship to the opportunity cost of marginal resources. Moreover, the ‘sound of silence’ extends to both ‘automatic cutoff’ and more sophisticated approaches to the use of l in determining recommendations about health care programs. We
argue that the threshold value provides no useful information for determining the efﬁciency of using available resources to
support new health care programs. On the contrary, the threshold approach has lead to decisions that resulted in increased
expenditures on health care programs and concerns about the sustainability of public funding for health care programs
without any evidence of increases in total health gains. To improve efﬁciency in resource allocation, decision-makers need
information about the opportunity costs of programs.
r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) is presented in
the research literature as a methodology to help
decision-makers allocate scarce resources. The
underlying premise of CEA is that for a given level
of resources available, society or the decision-maker
wishes to maximize the total aggregate health
beneﬁt conferred (e.g., Gold, Siegel, Russel, &
Weinstein, 1996; National Institute for Clinical
Excellence, 2004; Weinstein & Stason, 1977). The
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analytical tool of CEA is the incremental costeffectiveness ratio (ICER) given by the difference in
costs between two health care programs divided by
the difference in outcomes between the programs
with the comparison typically being between a new
health care program and the existing approach to
dealing with the same patient group.
The ICER has taken on increasing importance in
the design, execution and use of cost-effectiveness
research. In terms of the use of cost-effectiveness
studies, the ICER provides a measure of average
cost per additional QALY produced for use in
deciding whether a new programme should be
adopted. A decision to adopt or not adopt the
program may be taken in terms of the program’s
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ICER value in relation to ICER values of competing programs, with health care resources being
allocated in a descending order of ICER (i.e., ﬁrst to
programs with lower costs per QALY) until all
available resources are exhausted (the ‘league table’
approach). Individual programs can also be judged
in terms of the absolute value of the ICER.
Programs with ICERs that lie below a ‘threshold’
ICER, also referred to as the lambda (l) value, are
deemed to be cost effective and should be adopted
because the ‘price’ for producing health improvements implied by the ICER is acceptable (the
‘threshold’ approach).
The use of the threshold approach has formed the
basis for recent developments in the methods for
incorporating uncertainty into CEA. The net health
beneﬁt (NHB) approach (e.g., Stinnett & Mullahy,
1998) involves expressing incremental beneﬁts and
costs in the same units in order to calculate the
difference term. But this requires knowledge of the
speciﬁc value of l. An alternative approach,
involving cost-effectiveness acceptability curves
(CEACs) (Briggs, 1999; van Hout, Al, Gordon, &
Rutten, 1994) was developed in response to the
value of l being unknown. Under this approach
information is provided on the probability that an
intervention is cost effective for a given value of l.
In other words, it requires a decision-maker to judge
what is an appropriate value of l based on a range
of possible l values for which the intervention is
‘cost effective’ with a speciﬁc level of probability.
Under either approach, a value for l is required
before a decision can be made.
Finally, there is an increasing tendency for
economic evaluations to be performed prospectively
as part of randomized controlled trials of new
health care programs. This supports the use of
conventional principles of statistical inference to
quantify uncertainty in estimating ICER values. But
this requires sample size calculations based on the
requirements for the economic analysis, as well as
those for the clinical trial. Briggs and Gray (1998)
show how the sample size can be calculated for
economic trials. However, this requires information
on the value of l. Willan and O’Brien (1999)
consider the case where l is a stochastic variable
(as opposed to deterministic as under the Briggs and
Gray approach). The required sample size is the one
that produces a conﬁdence region around the
threshold value in the cost-effectiveness plane.
However, this still requires information about the
value of l.

Despite the central role of the threshold ICER in
the methods and application of CEA, little attention
has been given to determining the value of l. In this
paper we consider ‘what explains the silence of the
l?’ The concept of the threshold ICER (l) is
critically appraised. We argue that the threshold
value provides no useful information for determining the efﬁciency of introducing health care
programs. On the contrary, the threshold approach
leads to decisions that result in increased expenditures on health care programs without any evidence
of increases in total health gains.
The theoretical foundation of the threshold ICER, k
Weinstein and Zeckhauser (1973) consider the
case of a government agency, working with a ﬁxed
budget, choosing between many projects, not all of
which can be funded. They show that the ‘critical
ratio’, l, represents the opportunity cost of the
resources at the margin. Under conditions of (i)
perfect divisibility and (ii) constant returns to scale
of all programs, which the authors assumed ‘‘y to
avoid the problem of indivisibilities’’, they show
that maximizing health beneﬁts produced from
available resources will occur under either of the
following processes:
(a) all projects are ranked from the lowest to the
highest ICER and selected in descending order
until the resources are exhausted (the league
table approach), or
(b) speciﬁcation of the ‘critical ratio’, l, directly and
implementation of all projects with an ICER
below or equal to l (the threshold ICER
approach).
There are several important implications of this
theoretical approach to determining l:
The health care budget: Under the Weinstein and
Zeckhauser model, the critical ratio, l, is a function
of inter alia the size of the budget (Birch & Gafni,
1993). In other words, two communities with
identical populations and faced with the same range
of possible health care programs but different health
care budgets will have different values of l against
which to judge the acceptability of programs (see
Birch & Gafni, 2003). Similarly, every change in
health care expenditure will generate a change in l,
ceteris paribus.
Uncertainty in the critical ratio: Because l
represents the opportunity cost of the marginal
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health care resources it is equal to the ICER of the
last program selected before the budget is exhausted. But the costs and effects of all programs
including the last program selected for funding are
subject to uncertainty. As a result l is stochastic (see
Sendi, Gafni, & Birch, 2002).
The dynamic nature of the critical ratio: The range
of programs is dynamic, with new programs being
developed over time. As new programs are funded
and others replaced, the identiﬁcation of the last
program funded changes, implying that the distribution of l also changes (Sendi et al., 2002).
Below we show that these properties of l are not
recognized in the applied cost-effectiveness literature and identify the implications of the use of a
ﬁxed l, which does not represent the opportunity
cost of marginal health care resources (i.e., the
beneﬁts forgone of the last unit of health care
resources), for the efﬁciency in the use of health care
resources.
From theory to practice: determining the value of k
Because information on the incremental costs and
effects of all current and potential programs is
incomplete, the comprehensive league tables required to determine l cannot be produced.1
Restricted league tables based on those programs
for which information is available could be used,
but the ICER of the marginal program to be funded
will not be a valid measure of l. As a result, using
the ICER of the last program funded under a
restricted league table will not lead to the maximization of health improvements from available
resources. Hence, regardless of whether one is
willing to accept the theoretical assumptions of the
model, the value of l cannot be determined from the
information available to the decision-maker (Devlin, 2002; Gafni & Birch, 2003a; Gold et al., 1996;
Ubel, Hirth, Chernew, & Fendrick, 2003). No
alternative approaches have been presented for
determining l, either in ways that are consistent
with the Weinstein–Zeckhauser (1973) model, or
based on any alternative theoretical models of
health maximization from a constrained budget.
However this has not prevented researchers claim1

Other problems have been identiﬁed associated with the use of
league tables by decision makers concerning, inter alia, the
internal consistency of the cost effectiveness ratios within a table
and the transferability of the data on which league tables are
based between settings (see, for example, Donaldson & Gerard,
2005; Drummond, Torrance, & Mason, 1993).
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ing to identify the ‘cost-effectiveness’ of new
programmes based on some ‘preferred’ or assumed
value of l.
For example, Laupacis, Feeny, Detsky, and
Tugwell (1992) justiﬁed their choice of $20,000
(Canadian) per QALY ‘‘following a review of
available economic evaluations and previously
suggested guidelines’’. They argued that programs
with ICERs less than this ‘critical value’ ‘‘yare
almost universally accepted as being appropriate
ways of using society’s and the health care system’s
resources’’. No attempt is made by the authors to
justify this ﬁgure in terms of it representing the
marginal opportunity cost of health care expenditures in Canada in 1992. On the contrary, the ratio
is derived from a 1982 US study, which suggested an
arbitrary cut-off for programs at $20,000 (US) per
QALY. Far from helping decision-makers determine whether funding a particular programme
increases the health beneﬁts produced from available resources, the use of similar arbitrary ﬁgures
led to the allocation of unconstrained resources
among programs without any evidence that overall
health beneﬁts were maximized (Gafni & Birch,
2003a,b; Laupacis, 2002). In particular, wherever
the incremental cost of the new program is positive,
increased resources are required to implement the
program in place of the existing program no matter
how large the incremental beneﬁts are. Hence
implementing new programs based on some acceptable l, by deﬁnition, leads to an increase in health
care expenditures.
Elsewhere US$50,000 to US$100,000 per QALY
is often presented as a range for l without any
justiﬁcation in terms of the opportunity cost of
marginal health care resources, or the compatibility
of its use with the maximization of health beneﬁts
from available resources (Ubel et al., 2003). The
lower limit of this range is based on the ICER for
renal dialysis treatment for patients with chronic
renal failure although as Winkelmayer, Weinstein,
Mittleman, Glynn, and Pliskin (2002) note ‘‘y it
was initially expressed in Canadian rather than US
dollars’’. Because in the US, Medicare is required by
law to cover the cost of renal dialysis for all US
citizens receiving the procedure, it has been argued
that this represents a threshold that has been
deemed to be an acceptable price to pay for health
improvements in the US population. Hence, all
interventions with ICER values less than or equal to
this should be funded. However, Medicare does not
fund other programs for all US citizens irrespective
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of whether the ICER values are greater or less than
this arbitrary ﬁgure. There may be many programmes that meet this critical ratio, but to fund
them all would imply that the opportunity cost of
health care resources was constant over whatever
range of expenditures are required to support all
these programs. In other words, it implies that at the
extreme, there is an inﬁnite stream of resources
available at a constant marginal opportunity cost.
The use of similar ratios across settings involving
different currencies further illustrates that the l
values bear no relation to the opportunity cost of
marginal health care resources. For example,
Nathoe et al. (2003) use the US$20,000/QALY as
a threshold without reference to Laupacis et al. On
the other hand, Oostenbrink et al. (2002) used
20,000 to 100,000 Euros but reference Laupacis
et al. (1992) as the source.
Ubel et al. (2003) have raised concerns about the
apparent constant value of the threshold over time.
In particular they wonder why the value of the
threshold has not increased in order to reﬂect the
effect of inﬂation. They argue that the ‘‘acceptable
threshold’’ of US$50,000/QALY to $100,000/
QALY is too low and may have contributed to
clinicians’ discomfort with CEA. While acknowledging that ‘‘y there is no simple way to determine
the appropriate price of a QALY’’, they argue that a
much higher threshold value (i.e., US$265,000/
QALY), would be more consistent with societal
willingness to pay for medical interventions. However, no attempt is made to justify this, or any other
value, in terms of l as the opportunity cost of
marginal health care resources. Indeed, the authors
acknowledge the use of a threshold ICER to decide
on which interventions are ‘cost effective’ would
lead to continual increases in per capita health care
costs, a somewhat strange outcome of an exercise
aimed at providing the maximum health beneﬁts
from available resources as opposed to providing
increased resources for producing beneﬁts.
The US panel on CEA (Gold et al., 1996)
acknowledge that no absolute standard exists for
deciding whether a speciﬁc ICER value represents a
cost-effective use of resources or not. Instead, they
recommend describing programs as more or less
cost effective based on the relative value of ICERs.
However, they do not explain how this approach
helps decision-makers allocate a particular pool of
health care resources, whether that be the current
budget or some other proposed or desired budget, in
order to maximize health gains. As Doubilet,

Weinstein, and McNeil (1986) noted, there is no
theoretical justiﬁcation that the strategy with the
lowest cost-effectiveness ratio is the most desirable
strategy from an economics perspective. For example Ubel et al. (2003) question why sildenaﬁl has not
been included as a treatment of erectile dysfunction
on the formularies of various health care programs
despite its very attractive ICER value of $11,000 per
QALY. But introducing sildenaﬁl would increase
total health care costs, and not by only $11,000.
Instead, providing the drug to all patients with
erectile dysfunction would lead to a substantial
increase in resource requirements that would require
either major increases in health care resources or
major cuts in other health care expenditures.
Neither scenario represents an efﬁcient use of
resources a priori.
Hoch, Briggs, and Willan (2002) note the crucial
role of l in determining solutions to the constrained
maximization problem facing decision-makers but
suggest that this may be overcome ‘‘y if the
decision maker can be assumed to know l’’. But
how do decision-makers determine l? Have they
developed or discovered a scientiﬁc approach that
does not require information on the incremental
costs and beneﬁts of all programs? Do they have a
solution to the problems of indivisibilities and nonconstant returns to scale in programs? Or is this
simply a convenient (albeit invalid) way for analysts
to deal with the problem they are unable to solve for
themselves?
Briggs, Goeree, Blackhouse, and O’Brien (2002),
in an analysis of alternative approaches for the
treatment of gastroesophageal reﬂux disease
(GERD), acknowledge that the opportunity cost
of a week free of GERD is not known, having
already noted that if this were known ‘‘y it would
be possible to choose between all the treatment
strategies’’. Faced with this problem they continue
with the analysis by adopting ‘‘y acceptable
values’’.
Rawlins and Culyer (2004) explain that different
thresholds are used under the National Institute for
Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines in the UK.
‘‘Rather than apply an arbitrary threshold, y
decisions (are) based on a case by case basisy As
the incremental cost effectiveness ratio increases, the
likelihood of rejection on grounds of cost effectiveness rises’’. Interventions with ratios below a lower
threshold would generally be regarded as cost
effective and recommended for adoption without
further consideration. Those with ratios above a
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higher threshold would only be recommended for
adoption under particular circumstances (e.g., important equity considerations). However no empirical basis is provided for the assigned ranges of
values of £5,000–£15,000 and £25,000–£35,000 for
the lower and upper thresholds, respectively.
Neither is the use of these (or other) thresholds
justiﬁed in terms of making best use of NHS
resources. In particular, in making judgements
about the cost effectiveness of interventions the
NICE guidelines are applied without taking into
account affordability (Rawlins & Culyer, 2004).
However, as Williams (2004) notes, such considerations are the only justiﬁcation there is for having
thresholds. He acknowledges the fact that there is
no practical way to determine the threshold and
thus suggests ‘‘a bit of common sense’’. He argues
that in the UK there are £18,000 worth of real
resources per citizen to provide for all needs (e.g.,
food, shelter, transport). He suggests adopting this
ﬁgure as the threshold value because ‘‘it is clear that
we could do that at the margin for a few people
without imposing great hardships on the bulk of the
population but we could not do it for many’’. He
acknowledges that this threshold value is ‘‘just my
opinion’’ and does not attempt to show how use of
this threshold would be compatible with maximizing
health gains from available resources, or any other
objective for the NHS.
Cost-effectiveness thresholds and value for money in
the allocation of health care resources: myth or
reality?
In this section we discuss how the threshold value,
l, is being used and identify the consequences of
using l values of unknown or unsubstantiated
origin? The main approach used to determine
whether a program should be implemented employs
l as an ‘automatic cut-off’ decision rule based on
the theoretical model described earlier (Birch &
Gafni, 1992; Weinstein & Zeckhauser, 1973). The
advantage of relating the threshold to the theoretical model is that if (i) the underlying assumptions
of the model hold in real life and (ii) l is determined
in a way consistent with the model, the use of the
this decision rule will guarantee that programs will
be chosen in a way that maximizes health gains
from available resources.
Methodological guidelines for the economic
evaluation of health care programs based on the
‘automatic cut-off’ ICER threshold were developed
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and proposed for the adoption of new technologies
in Canada over 10 years ago (Laupacis et al., 1992).
Although at the time we explained that these
guidelines represented a prescription for uncontrolled growth in drug expenditures (Gafni & Birch,
1993), the guidelines formed the basis for recommending which drugs should be covered by public
funding for senior citizens and those on social
assistance. The chair of the committee responsible
for making recommendations, who was also principal author of the guidelines, notes that because
‘‘resources for health care are limited, it seems
sensibleythat cost-effectiveness is the main criterion used to determine which drugs are reimbursed
from the public purse’’ (Laupacis, 2002). As
explained above, the use of the ICER threshold
approach requires increased expenditures on the
program for every new drug introduced wherever
the ICER value is positive (i.e., drug has greater
effects but costs more than the current treatment).
In the case of this drugs program, total costs
increased by 10% per annum over the period
1997–2000 and by 15% in 2001. No information is
available on what services were reduced and with
what consequences for health in order to support
these increased expenditures on the drug program.
This uncontrolled growth in program expenditures
led to questions being asked about the affordability
and sustainability of the program by both the
Premier of Ontario and his Minister of Health
(Laupacis, 2002).
In Australia an ICER threshold approach was
introduced for decision-making for the pharmaceutical beneﬁts programme in the early 1990s as a
means of controlling cost escalation and promoting
efﬁcient use of programme resources. Costs of the
programme were observed to increase by over 14%
per annum over the ﬁrst 10 years of using the
approach (Zinn, 2002). Again, the effect of these
increased expenditures on drugs for the overall
increases in health gains among Australian residents
remains unknown.
In the UK, recommendations made by the NICE
about the appropriateness of technologies for use
under the National Health Service (NHS) are based
on the calculated ICERs of the technologies. Once
accepted by the Secretary of State for Health the
recommendations become mandatory on health
authorities. According to Taylor (2002) the ﬁrst 10
drugs recommended for adoption by NICE required
additional funding for the NHS of 250 million
pounds. NICE was unable to provide an answer to
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the Parliamentary Select Committee question about
how much these recommendations added to actual
NHS expenditures because of ‘methodological
difﬁculties’. However, other evidence reported that
NHS expenditure on these drugs was around 60%
of this ﬁgure (House of Commons’ Select Committee, 2002). The discrepancy is apparently explained
by the failure of some authorities to implement the
NICE recommendations. For example 15–20% of
Health Authorities could not conﬁrm that they have
introduced the recommended technologies 1 year
after publication of the recommendation (Taylor,
2002) while fewer than half of all health authorities
have a policy for monitoring local compliance with
NICE recommendations. More recent estimates
suggest the additional resources absorbed by NICE
recommended technologies (and hence the additional revenues of those corporations involved in
the production of those technologies) exceeded
£575 m in the ﬁrst 2.5 years of NICE (Mayor, 2002).
The presence of a NICE threshold was consistently denied by those involved with the Institute,
until publication of the most recent guidelines
(Devlin, Parkin, & Gold, 2003; House of Commons’
Select Committee, 2001). Culyer (2002) argued that
not having an explicit threshold may simply
represent ‘‘a perfectly consistent application of a
rather more sophisticated decision rule than an
automatic cut-off value, or it may result from the
application of a multiple-decision guidelines’’. In
other words, ICER values are only one input into
the decision-making process. Other inputs, equity
considerations being prominent examples, may also
be important to the decision-making process. For
example, NICE is concerned with both (a) the
maximization the health gain from the use of NHS
resources and (b) removing unfairness in the
availability of technologies (National Institute for
Clinical Excellence, 2001a). Under the NICE guidelines, equity issues are to be addressed in three ways:
the distribution of potential beneﬁts from the
intervention by clinical and social status; the
distribution of personal costs on patients and their
families; and the distribution of NHS costs by social
groups. However, no information is provided on
how these considerations are to be incorporated
into the ‘sophisticated decision rule’ to be used to
determine which technology should be adopted
(National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2001a).
The NICE appraisal of Riluzole, a drug used in
the treatment of Motor Neuron disease, provides an
interesting example. The study on which the NICE

appraisal was based calculated the ICER for the
drug to be between £34,000 and £43,000 per QALY
(National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2001b).
Although NICE denied the existence of a threshold,
a WHO review concluded that it ‘‘y was clear that
NICE has a threshold and that it is £30,000 per
quality adjusted life year (QALY)’’ (Devlin et al.,
2003). No explicit justiﬁcation was provided in the
NICE appraisal to support the recommendation to
introduce the drug, even though other technologies
with similar ICERs were not recommended for
implementation. However the appraisal did emphasize the severity of the condition and strong patient
preferences for years of life free of tracheostomy as
factors important in reaching its recommendation
(National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2001b).
It seems that these factors were presented as
considerations that justify weighting the denominator in the ICER by an amount sufﬁcient to reduce
the ICER value of the drug to the implicit threshold
of £30,000 per QALY. However, these factors were
already included in the calculation of QALYs. To
use these factors to support the adoption of this
drug implies double counting severity and lifespan
considerations in arriving at the recommendation.
Moreover, to (implicitly) weight the ICER based on
patients’ preferences, in addition to societal preferences that lay behind the QALY scores appears to
be somewhat inconsistent when patient preferences
are not considered as important information in
other NICE appraisals.
As already mentioned the precise nature of the
sophisticated decision rule is not explained. However, in the recently updated NICE guidelines
(National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2004)
two separate thresholds are presented. Programs
with ICERs below £20,000/QALY are recommended for adoption based primarily on the ICER
value, i.e., without reference to any other factors.
Programs with ICERs between £20,000/QALY and
£30,000/QALY are more likely to require additional
justiﬁcation, such as the degree of uncertainty in
estimated calculations, the innovative nature of the
technology or features of the condition or population receiving the intervention, in order to be
recommended by NICE. Programs with ICERs
above £30,000/QALY will only be recommended
for adoption in the NHS if the case for supporting
the technology on these additional considerations is
‘‘increasingly strong’’ (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2004). No attempt is made to justify
the different threshold values or to explain how the
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application of the thresholds in conjunction with
other components of the sophisticated decision rule,
achieves the NICE goals.
In order to understand how guidelines might
assist decision-makers in making difﬁcult choices
about the adoption of technologies, it is important
that the guidelines be justiﬁed and that the
justiﬁcation be transparent (Birch & Gafni, 2002).
For example, it is wrong to assume that the
Weinstein–Zeckhauser model giving rise to the
‘automatic cut-off’ rule does not incorporate equity
considerations. Efﬁciency involves maximizing an
objective function that aggregates health beneﬁts
across individual patients, subject to a constraint.
The process of aggregation requires the use of some
rule about the relative weights to be attached to the
distribution of beneﬁts across patients. One may not
like the equity position incorporated in the Weinstein–Zeckhauser model, where all health gains are
weighted equally, irrespective of who receives them.
In this case one can incorporate the preferred equity
position into the objective function (e.g., to ‘favour’
outcomes accruing to one particular individual or
social group) or incorporate it as an additional
constraint (e.g., to ensure equal availability of
services, irrespective of outcomes). By incorporating
the ‘additional’ considerations into the underlying
model of constrained maximization we ensure an
explicit and systematic consideration of the opportunity costs of pursuing these considerations. As
Williams and Cookson (2000) argue
[I]f the nature and implication of y equity
principles are to be clariﬁed in a policy-relevant
way, it is necessary to quantify what might
otherwise merely remain vaguely appealing but
ambiguous slogans. Only with some quantiﬁcation will it be possible to convert them into
criteria that can be applied in a consistent
manner, and with a reasonable chance of
checking on performance (i.e., holding people
accountable).
In summary, there is no evidence to suggest that
the application of the ICER threshold approach,
either in the form of an ‘automatic cut-off’’ or as a
component of a ‘sophisticated decision rule’, has
helped decision-makers achieve the stated objectives, whether those objectives are simply the
maximization of health gains produced in the
population per se or involve some additional
considerations. Instead there is a remarkable lack
of attention devoted to the justiﬁcation of the
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decision-making criteria adopted and the outcomes
of those decisions. Although individual programs
may lead to unambiguous improvements in health
among patient groups for whom these programs are
provided, the opportunity costs associated with
these programs remain unknown and conceivably
could lead to a reduction in the aggregate health
effects from available resources. The only unambiguous conclusion that can be reached is that the use
of ICER thresholds does increase total costs and
hence the aggregate revenues of the manufacturers
of new technologies.
Discussion
In this paper we have focused attention on the use
of ICER ‘threshold’ approaches to decision-making
about alternative uses of health care resources given
the stated objectives of decision-makers about the
maximization of health gains from available resources. It was not the purpose of this paper to
challenge these objectives, either in terms of the
relevance of health gain as the appropriate maximand, or the validity of instruments such as
QALYs as measures of health gains although there
are substantial literatures on both of these issues
(e.g., Birch & Donaldson, 2003; Birch, Melnikow, &
Kupperman, 2003; Gafni & Birch, 1995, 1997).
Despite the central role of l in identifying the
cost-effectiveness of health care programs, the
determination of l in practical applications of
economic evaluation remains elusive. The theoretical methods cannot be applied because of the
underlying assumptions of the model and incomplete data on the incremental costs and effects of
programs. The use of ‘acceptable’ values for l
represents a departure from the concept of the
opportunity cost of marginal resources. The values
of l are not related to the size of the available pool
of resources. Moreover the l values adopted are
deterministic and constant and hence they fail to
represent the uncertain nature of the last program
funded as well as the changing identity of that
program as the portfolio of programs changes.
Finally, the use of ‘acceptable’ values for l implies
the availability of an indeterminate stream of
additional resources at a constant marginal opportunity cost (Birch & Gafni, 1993).
The current literature, faced with the problem of
incomplete information has looked towards specifying ‘acceptable’ thresholds. Authors rarely justify
what makes the chosen values ‘acceptable’ and do
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not consider the implications of using these values
for the efﬁciency of use of available resources. This
casts doubt on the usefulness of the methods
developed for incorporating uncertainty into CEA
and for sample size calculations for economic
evaluations performed prospectively as part of
randomized controlled trials since these require
knowledge of the value of l. Furthermore, it is
not clear how these methods can be used where l is
just one component of a sophisticated decision rule.
Silence with respect to the value of l and the
practical constraints on its derivation are acknowledged (e.g., Devlin, 2002; Eichler, Kong, Gerth,
Mavros, & Jonsson, 2004; Gafni & Birch, 2003a;
Gold et al., 1996; Ubel et al., 2003). This reminds us
of the decision science concept of the ‘Phantom
Alternative’ represented by an illusionary choice. It
looks real but for some reason is unavailable at the
time a decision is made. On the one hand, phantom
alternatives can provide useful information on the
boundaries of a decision problem and thus help
generate new options through a restructuring of the
problem. But, as illustrated in this paper and
recognized in the literature, phantoms can also
produce biases, deception and sub-optimal decisions
(Farquhar & Pratkanis, 1993).
So what is the role of economics in assisting
decision-makers? Laupacis (2002) argues that the
determination of ‘cost-effectiveness’ as a criteria for
recommending adoption of a new drug onto the
formulary ‘‘y is often determined by effectiveness
not costs’’. Similarly, the Policy Advisory Group
responsible for reviewing practice guidelines for the
treatment of cancer in Ontario acknowledges using
a threshold approach to decisions about introducing
new drugs for the treatment of cancer. However,
they concede that in terms of criteria for making
recommendations ‘‘it is unlikely that a single metric,
for example, cost per quality adjusted life years,
would be satisfactory’’ (Pater et al., 2001). It is
interesting that in both cases, the recommendations
of the respective decision-making bodies have not
been constrained by a given resource pool. In other
words, the concept of the l, the opportunity cost of
marginal resources, was irrelevant to the decisionmakers. Irrespective of whether the problem faced
by decision-makers is simple (maximizing health
gains from available resources) or complex (subject
to considerations of equity, accessibility, etc.), if it is
not to be considered in the context of a resource
constraint there is little use for economics in the way
the problem is considered. Resource consequences

of the decisions must simply be accepted irrespective
of the opportunity costs of these decisions. But this
means that there is no reason to believe the
decisions taken lead to available resources producing maximum health gains. Eichler et al. (2004) see
explicit ICER thresholds emerging in the future in
many countries as a means of improving the
transparency and consistency of decision-making
as if these where the objectives of decision-makers.
But as we indicated above, the opportunity cost of
marginal health care resources is a dynamic concept
and its value will change as new programmes are
funded and/or resource constraints change. Hence
consistency in the values of l used or implied from
decisions is unlikely to be compatible with efﬁciency
in resource allocations.
An alternative approach to the theoretical and
practical problems of determining l is to estimate l
based on measuring society’s willingness to pay
(WTP) for additional health outcomes. It has been
argued that this would provide a clearer link
between practical CEA and the theoretically superior cost–beneﬁt analysis derived from welfare
economic theory (Bleichrodt & Quiggin, 1999;
Johannesson, 1995; O’Brien, Gertsen, Willan, &
Faulkner, 2002). However, there is no reason to
believe that WTP per QALY is constant over a wide
range of QALYs. As with other commodities, we
might expect that the marginal utility of QALYs
diminishes with the size of QALY production. In
addition, the opportunity cost of a QALY will
increase with the size of QALY production as the
available resources from which to fund additional
QALYs diminishes. It is therefore difﬁcult to see
how information on WTP per QALY in a population sample could be used to determine how to
allocate available health care resources in order to
maximize health gains in the population. It seems
far more plausible that such an approach might be
used to ‘justify’ the increased expenditures associated with the failure of the existing economic
evaluation guidelines to address this question.
Economics can be used to determine whether
adoption of a new program represents an efﬁcient
use of health care resources and applies is generally
to scenarios of ﬁxed, shrinking or increasing
budgets. To deal with situations of less than
complete information on all possible programs, a
modiﬁed approach has been presented to determine
whether the adoption of a new program represents
an unambiguous improvement in the efﬁciency
of resource use (i.e., more health beneﬁts from
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available resources)(Birch & Gafni, 1992; Sendi et
al., 2002). Under this approach direct comparisons
are made between the incremental beneﬁts associated with the new program and the incremental
beneﬁts associated with those programs that must
be cancelled or reduced in order to generate the
additional resources required by the new program.
Because this involves the direct consideration of
opportunity costs, measured in terms of health
beneﬁts forgone, it takes the form of a (nonmonetary) cost–beneﬁt analysis.
Program Budgeting and Marginal Analysis
(PBMA) has been presented and adopted in some
jurisdictions as an approach aimed at maximizing
health gains from available resources (see Mitton &
Donaldson, 2004) and incorporates many of the
features of this modiﬁed approach. In particular, it
aims to consider the opportunity cost of increasing
resource allocations to particular programmes
directly, in terms of which other programs will be
reduced. However, the comparisons of beneﬁts
produced from expanding one program and beneﬁts
forgone in reducing another are made on the basis
of the ‘‘greater beneﬁt per pound spent’’ (Mitton &
Donaldson, 2004), i.e., the ICER for each program.
Hence, the approach faces many of the same
problems of traditional ICER threshold approach
(e.g., assumptions of constant returns to scale and
perfect divisibility I al programmes).
We have shown that there is ‘silence of the l’ with
respect to justiﬁcation of the value of ICER
thresholds, their use in decision-making and their
relationship to the opportunity cost of marginal
resources. Moreover, the ‘sounds of silence’ extend
to both ‘automatic cut-off’ and more sophisticated
approaches to the use of l in determining recommendations about health care programs. However,
Cookson, McDaid, and Maynard (2001) note that
To improve efﬁciency, decision makers need
information on what economists call opportunity
costs—the beneﬁts forgone when scarce resources
are used one way rather than anothery In
absence of any information about opportunity
cost, however, they cannot attempt to achieve the
efﬁcient use of resources.
Failure to be efﬁcient about the way we pursue
stated objectives, whether they be concerned with
maximizing the aggregate health beneﬁts generated,
equity in the distribution of health outcomes,
equality in the availability of services or a combination of these aspirations, involves an unambiguous
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waste of scarce resources. We know of no branch of
economics where this is an acceptable outcome.
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